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Abstract—Code reuse by copying and pasting from one place to another place in a codebase is a very common scenario in software development which is also one of the most typical reasons for introducing code clones. There is a huge availability of tools to detect such cloned fragments and a lot of studies have already been done for efficient clone detection. There are also several studies for evaluating those tools considering their clone detection effectiveness. Unfortunately, we find no study which compares different clone detection tools in the perspective of detecting cloned co-change candidates during software evolution. Detecting cloned co-change candidates is essential for clone tracking. In this study, we wanted to explore this dimension of code clone research. We used six promising clone detection tools to identify cloned and non-cloned co-change candidates from six C and Java-based subject systems and evaluated the performance of those clone detection tools in detecting the cloned co-change fragments. Our findings show that a good clone detector may not perform well in detecting cloned co-change candidates. The amount of unique lines covered by a clone detector and the number of detected clone fragments plays an important role in its performance. The findings of this study can enrich a new dimension of code clone research.

Index Terms—Clone Detection, Cloned Co-change Candidates, Commit operation, Software Maintenance.

I. INTRODUCTION

A large number of software tools have already been introduced for detecting cloned code fragments. Two surveys, that were done in 2009 by Roy et al. [25] and in 2013 by Rattan et al. [22] reported 75% increase in the number of clone detection tools in these four years. Roy and Cordy [23] reported the existence of about 200 tools for detecting cloned code fragments. Although a large number of clone detection tools currently exist, we found no study for comparing the performance of different tools based on their ability to be used in software maintenance activity such as predicting cloned co-change candidates during software evolution. In this study, we wanted to explore, whether a good clone detector also performs well in detecting cloned co-change fragments?

One of the common features of clone detection tools is to combine similar code fragments into a clone group or class. The code fragments in a particular clone class are expected to perform similar functionalities. If we want to make changes to a particular clone fragment in a clone class, the other fragments in the class are likely to have similar changes to ensure consistency of the codebase. Considering this assumption, we can say that all the clone fragments in a clone class have the possibility of being a cloned co-change candidate with any change of that class members. We utilize the clone classes provided by the clone detectors for these types of co-change prediction.

During software evolution, a developer makes changes in the codebase to fulfill some change requests. Those change requests could be related to each other or independent [19, 17]. Therefore, all the changes done in a single commit need not be related to each other. Some changes in a single commit may be dependent on each other and some may be independent. The related code fragments are known as the co-change candidates in literature [18]. Some of those co-change candidates may contain similar code-fragments i.e. they are clones of one another, on the other than, other types of co-change candidates may not be cloned fragments but they have a functional dependency or coupling with each other. If a developer makes changes to a target code fragment, those changes might also need to be reflected to other similar fragments in the codebase to ensure consistent evolution of the software system [20, 16]. Failing to change a co-change candidate of a target fragment can introduce bugs in the software system [10, 9]. In this study, we evaluated the performance of clone detection tools in detecting cloned co-change candidates.

We have analyzed thousands of commit operations from the evolutionary histories of six subject systems listed in Table I. While analyzing a commit operation, we identify which code fragments changed together (i.e., co-changed) in that commit. Considering each fragment as the target fragment, we try to predict the other actually co-changed fragments using each of our clone detectors. We found some change fragment which is not detected by any of the clone detectors. We excluded those change fragments from consideration during calculating the performance measures of clone detectors. An example of our detection process is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Let us assume that 21 changes, C1 to C21, occurred in the codebase of a subject system in a particular commit operation. We detect these changes using the UNIX diff operation. If we consider C1 as the target change, the other 20 changes, C2 to C21, are the actual co-change candidates (i.e., co-changed candidates) of C1. We apply different clone detectors to detect these co-change candidates for the target change C1. Let using Deckard we can detect five change fragments (C2, C6, C8, C15, C21) from those 20 fragments, similarly using Nicad we can detect four fragments (C5, C10, C16, C18). We will continue to detect co-change fragments using all the other clone detectors.
Fig. 1: Demonstrating Cloned Co-change Detection Process

After getting the results from all the clone detectors, we find 10 unique change fragments (C2, C5, C8, C10, C15, C21, C5, C8, C10, C15, C21) out of 20 fragments by taking a union of the results of all the clone detectors. We will take those 10 unique change fragments as cloned co-change candidates and calculate the recall of each of the clone detectors based on their number of detection among those cloned co-changes. For each subject system, we finally calculated average recall, average precision, and F1 Score for each of the clone detector for predicting the actually co-changed fragments during system evolution. We then compare the clone detectors based on their F1 Score. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 shows the bar chart of Average Recall and Average Precision drawn from our experimental results and in Table VI we have given the calculated F1 Score. According to our preliminary findings and ranking of the clone detectors (Table VIII), we can conclude that DECKARD outperforms all the other five tools. The performance of ConQAT is next to DECKARD. Other tools are in the following order where NiCad and SimCAD provides equal F1 Score, on the other hand, iClones and Simian are very close based on their F1 Score. We also calculated the average number of distinct lines detected as cloned lines by each of the clone detectors in all the revisions of all the subject systems and found that the clone detector which detects more distinct lines as a cloned line in the codebase also performs well in detecting cloned co-change candidates.

Based on this preliminary study, we tried to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1:** What is the comparison scenario of the clone detectors in predicting cloned co-change candidates?

**RQ2:** Why do different clone detectors perform differently in detecting cloned co-change candidates?

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first one to compare clone detection tools considering a particular maintenance perspective (e.g., considering their capabilities in successfully suggesting cloned co-change candidates during software evolution). From an initial assumption, it is obvious that a clone detector which is good in detecting clone should also be good in detecting cloned co-change candidates. In this exploratory study, we wanted to practically verify this assumption. We selected six good clone detectors reported in several earlier studies in our investigation to verify whether they are also good at detecting co-change.

We organized this paper in the following sections: Some related works are described in Section II, our methodology is in Section III, we described the experimental result in Section IV, the discussion is in section V. Section VI explains some possible threats to validity, and we conclude our paper by mentioning future work in Section VII.

## II. Related Work

There are several studies [28, 25, 2, 24] that have been focused on ranking different clone detection tools based on their performance in detecting different types of clone fragments and accuracy of those detection tools. Burd and Bailey [3] did a study for comparing the performance of three clones and two plagiarism detecting tools based on their precision and recall of the ability to detect duplicated codes in a single file or across different files. Bellon et al. [2] evaluated six clone detection tools based on eight large C and Java programs of almost 850 KLOC and made a framework for comparing different clone detection tools with the data validated by one of the authors of this. Rysselbergh and Demeyer [26] evaluated three representative clone detection techniques from a refactoring perspective where they provided comparative results in terms of portability, kinds of clone reported, scalability, number of false positive, and number of useless clone detection. Svařenkov and Roy [28] evaluated eleven modern clone detection tools using four benchmark frameworks and noted ConQAT, iClones, NiCad and SimCAD as very good tools for detecting clones of all the three types (Type-1, Type-2, Type-3). Roy et al. [25] did a qualitative comparison and evaluation of the latest clone detection approaches and tools, and made a benchmark called BigCloneBench [23] which contains eight million manually validated clone pairs in a large inter-project source dataset of more than 25,000 projects and 365 million lines of code. They categorize, relate and assess different clone detection tools based on two different points of view such as classification based on the overlapping set of attributes in the different code fragments and the scenarios how Type-1, Type-2, Type-3, and Type-4 clones created. They
also elaborated the procedure of using the result of their study to select the most suitable clone detection tool or technique in the context of a specific set of areas and limitations. There are some studies which not only proposed a clone detection mechanism but also did a comparison of their proposed technique with some existing techniques. Koschke et al. [13] provided a technique to detect clone using suffix trees in abstract syntax trees and they also made a comparison to other techniques using the Bellon benchmark for clone detectors. Ducasse et al. [6] and Selim et al. [27] also utilized Bellon’s framework for measuring the performance of their proposed clone detection tools based on string comparison and intermediate source transformation respectively. Selim et al. [27] showed that their tool is capable of detecting Type-3 clones and their technique is better than the source-based clone detectors based on the value of recall through a slight drop in the precision using Bellon’s corpus where clone group is not complete. Compared to the standalone string and token-based clone detectors, their technique showed a little higher precision.

All the studies which compared different clone detectors have been focused on the precision, recall, computational complexity, and memory used or detecting a specific type of clone fragments such as Type-1, Type-2, Type-3, or Type-4 during the detection approach of duplicated code in a codebase. Our study to compare clone detectors is completely different from the previous comparisons. We do not want to compare clone detection tools based on the capability to detect clones. Our point of interest is to detect co-change candidates during the software commit operations. Mondal et al. [18] did a study to predict and rank the co-change candidates by analyzing evolutionary coupling from previously done change history using generated clone fragments by NiCad but they did not consider the result of other clone detection tools and also did not show any comparative study among different clone detection tools in doing such prediction and rank of co-change candidates. We found no study which compared different clone detectors in this perspective of software maintenance. In this research, we have analyzed the performance of six clone detection tools based on their capabilities in finding co-change candidates during software evolution using their generated clone result. We have taken four clone detection tools (ConQAT, iClones, NiCad, and SimCAD) proposed as good tools in the study of Svajlenko and Roy [28] and two other tools, one of them is text similarity-based (Simian) and the other is tree similarity-based (DECKARD) for evaluating their performance in our study. According to our knowledge, this is the first such investigation of performance with clone detection tools.

### III. Methodology

We have used six subject systems listed in Table I and six clone detection tools (Table III) for our analysis. Our analysis aims to rank these clone detection tools based on their performance in successfully suggesting actual co-change candidates (ACC) during the software evolution. Before starting our main analysis, we have to resolve some issues and we have taken the following considerations in this regard.

**Selection of subject systems:** To select subject systems for this study, we considered both the popularity of programming language and availability of a considerable amount of revisions. According to the TIOBE Programming Community index [29] (an indicator of the popularity of programming languages), Java is dominating the list of popular programming languages for more than the last ten years and C is the second most popular programming language within this period. Considering this fact, we wanted to select subject systems written in these two programming languages. Our other consideration was the availability of a considerable amount of revisions of each of the systems. Based on both of the considerations, we have chosen the subject systems listed in Table I.

**Selection of clone detectors:** In this research, we wanted to examine those clone detection tools which are good in detecting all types of clones. To select such tools, we considered some related studies. We have taken ConQAT [12], iClones [7], NiCad [5], and SimCAD [30] as they have been reported as very good tools for detecting all type of clones in the study of Svajlenko and Roy [28]. Besides these, DECKARD [11], iClones and NiCad are often considered as common examples of modern clone detectors that support Type-3 clone detection. The reason of taking Simian [8] in our analysis was its ability to find duplicated code by line-by-line textual comparison supporting identifier renaming with a fast detection speed on the large repository and extensive use in several clone studies [21, 31, 15, 4, 14]. NiCad, SimCAD, and Simian are textual similarity-based clone detection tools. DECKARD works using tree comparison technique, on the other hand, ConQAT and iClones are token-based clone detection tools.

**Determining if the extracted co-changes are related to each other or not:** Even though we have extracted all the changes between two adjacent revisions (i.e., revision n and n+1), we cannot guarantee that all the changes are actually co-change candidates of each other. There might be some changes which do not depend on any other changes i.e. they may change independently. The inclusion of such dissimilar changes into our calculation can drop the detection accuracy of clone detectors. To minimize such drops, we excluded those co-changes which are not detected by any of the six clone detectors. As none of the clone detectors in our study considers them as co-change candidates, we considered those changes as dissimilar or independent changes.

### Table III: Configuration of Participating Clone Detection Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Configuration for Clone Detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ConQAT</td>
<td>block clones, clone min-length=5, gap ratio=0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECKARD</td>
<td>min. size: 30 tokens, 5 token stride, min. 85% similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iClones</td>
<td>minimum block: 30, minimum clone: 50, All Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCad</td>
<td>block clones, blind renaming, max. threshold=0.3, minimum lines=5, maximum lines=2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimCAD</td>
<td>block clones, Source Transformation= generous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simian</td>
<td>min. size: 5 lines, normalize literals/identifiers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ensuring if the configuration parameters of all the clone detection tools identical with each other or not: As we wanted to compare different clone detectors based on their capability of successfully suggesting co-change candidates, it was important to configure them identically during detecting clones from our subject systems. Wang et al. [31] introduced confounding configuration choice problem where the configuration of different tools during clone detection may play a vital role and the result may be best or worst depending on the configuration. Our configuration of different tools is shown in the Table III. We have used similar configurations for each of the tools for obtaining a consistent result. We have taken configuration values similar to Svajlenko and Roy [28] which they conducted to compare different clone detectors based on their efficiency in detecting cloned fragments. ConQAT, NiCad, and DECKARD require similarity parameter which we have taken for ConQAT 70% (gapratio=0.3), for NiCad 70% (threshold=0.3) and DECKARD 85%. We analyzed the result obtained from DECKARD with the similarity score 70% (as of ConQAT and NiCad) and found that with this similarity score DECKARD generates a lot of unwanted clones in the result where most of them are duplicated and showing a lot of fragments as a clone to itself several times. We also tried some other percentage values such as 75%, and 80% but the detected result of DECKARD becomes much desirable when we set it to 85%. Svajlenko and Roy [28] also used 85% similarity while running DECKARD for Mutation Framework. As we wanted to compare different clone detectors based on their capability of successfully suggesting co-change candidates, it was very important to configure them identically during detecting clones from our subject systems.

The overall approach: Our overall processing is performed in some distinct steps. Initially, we downloaded all the source files of all the revisions of all the subject systems from their respective SVN repositories. We then applied diff operation between each file of a revision with the respective file in the next revision and extracted the change information such as Name of the File which is changed, the Line where the respective change begins, the Line where the change is ended from the output of diff. We did the change extraction for each of the revision (excluding the last one) of all the subject systems. After detecting all the changes, we started the clone detection on all the revisions of all the subject systems using all the clone detection tools. We started our main analysis to find the accuracy of each of the clone detection tools after having the result of all the clone detectors and change information from all the revisions.

The mechanism of calculating accuracy is demonstrated in our introduction using Fig. 1. Suppose, we are examining a particular commit operation. The number of fragments that were changed in this commit operation is $n$. Now, let us consider one of these $n$ fragments as the target fragment. Then the other $n – 1$ fragments are the actually co-changed candidates for the target fragment. We excluded the non-cloned co-change candidates using the approach described in the introduction. After this exclusion, we get the actually cloned co-change candidates (ACC) for each of the target fragments.

Let us assume that the target change fragment intersects a particular clone fragment from a particular clone class. The other fragments in that clone class are considered as the Predicted Cloned Co-change (PCC) candidates. We now determine how many of these PCC intersect with the ACC to obtain the number of detected cloned co-change candidates by the clone detector. These counts of predicted and actually co-changed candidates are considered as the true positives to calculate Recall, Precision, and F1 Score. We calculate these using the following equations (Eq. 1, 2, and 3).

\[
Recall = \frac{|PCC \cap ACC|}{|ACC|} \quad (1)
\]

\[
Precision = \frac{|PCC \cap ACC|}{|PCC|} \quad (2)
\]

\[
F1 Score = \frac{2 \times Precision \times Recall}{Precision + Recall} \quad (3)
\]

We repeat the calculating process of Recall and Precision for all the changes in each of the subjects systems with the detected clone fragments generated by all the clone detection tools. We then calculate F1 Score of the clone detectors for each of the subject systems by taking the average values of Recall and Precision which is reported in Table VI. We reported both the ranking of the tools in each of the subject systems in Table VII and overall ranking considering all the subject systems in Table VIII. To calculate the overall ranking of the tools we took weighted average (Total number of Changes is the corresponding weighting factor in each subject system) of the performance measures (Precision, Recall, F1 Score) in each individual subject systems.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In this section, we will answer the research questions based on our overall analysis and obtained results by the processing of each of the six subject systems using all the six clone detection tools.
A. Answer to the RQ 1

What is the comparison scenario of the clone detectors in predicting cloned co-change candidates?

The key experimental results are in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Table IV, Table VI, Table VII and Table VIII where Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 shows the average Recall and average Precision of each of the clone detection tools. Table IV shows the percent of cloned co-change candidates we found from the six subject systems using the six detection tools. We found the highest and lowest percentage of cloned co-change candidates from Ctags and Jabref respectively. Table VI shows the F1 Score of each of the clone detectors in each of the subject systems. The F1 Score is calculated using Equation (3). Our experimental results concluded in Table VII which shows that DECKARD and ConQat equally show better performance than the other tools in most of the subject systems. The summary of the results in the Table VII shows that among the subject systems, ConQAT is the best in BRLCAD and Jabref and second-best in the other two Ctags and Freecol on the other hand, DECKARD is the best in Carol and Freecol and second-best in the other two Jabref and JEdit. Similarly, NiCad shows the highest accuracy in the result of Ctags and JEdit, second highest in the result of Carol, but not much considerable in all the other subject systems. Performance of SimCad, iClones, and Simian in these criteria is not remarkable. We also calculated overall performance in Table VIII where we can see that the F1 Score of DECKARD is highest than the other tools. ConQAT, NiCad, SimCAD, iClones, and Simian are in the following order considering the weighted average of F1 Score.

As our analysis was based on the clone class provided by the clone detection tools, we found that the efficiency of clone detection tools in suggesting cloned co-change candidates is mostly dependent on its effectiveness in making clone class. The tool which groups functionally similar clone fragments into a clone class effectively can perform well in successfully suggesting cloned co-change candidate(s). Different values of the accuracy of different clone detectors indicate the difference in their efficiency in this research domain.

B. Answer to the RQ 2

Why do different clone detectors perform differently in detecting cloned co-change candidates?

From the answer of our RQ 1, we found a difference in performance for different clone detection tools in suggesting cloned co-change candidates. We found a good clone detector may not be good at detecting cloned co-change candidates. This motivates us to find out the reason to answer this research question.

We investigated the number of clone fragments and the number of distinct lines covered by those clone fragments by all the six clone detectors from all the revisions of all the subject systems. Table V shows the weighted average of those counts for each of the clone detection tools. Considering both, the weighted average of the number of clone fragments and the weighted average of the number of lines covered by those clone fragments from all the revisions of all the subject systems, if we order the clone detectors from the highest to the lowest, we find Deckard and ConQAT in the top of the list. Though, earlier study [18] suggests that NiCad is a very good clone detector, in both of these cases, it falls at the bottom of the list. Despite, NiCad performs very well in detecting clone fragments, it provides a lower number of clone fragment and also the lower number of line coverage by those fragments in the software systems. For that reason, while detecting the cloned co-change candidates, NiCad is showing lower F1 Score. The number of clone fragments and line coverage by those fragments seems to be an underlying factor behind the obtained comparison scenario of the clone detectors in predicting cloned co-change candidates, there can be several other factors such as overlapping of code clones and code similarity detection mechanism. We plan to investigate these factors in future.
 TABLE VI: F1 Score of Different Tools in Detecting Cloned Co-change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Systems</th>
<th>Total Number of Changes</th>
<th>Total Number of Cloned Cochange</th>
<th>F1 Score in Detecting Cloned Co-change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brlcad</td>
<td>2103</td>
<td>13821</td>
<td>0.42 0.28 0.38 0.19 0.25 0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol</td>
<td>3299</td>
<td>69454</td>
<td>0.25 0.31 0.15 0.30 0.30 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ctags</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>0.23 0.20 0.13 0.31 0.06 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freecol</td>
<td>7514</td>
<td>246083</td>
<td>0.17 0.30 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabref</td>
<td>6011</td>
<td>79417</td>
<td>0.20 0.20 0.14 0.17 0.18 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jEdit</td>
<td>3603</td>
<td>160689</td>
<td>0.11 0.12 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When a particular code fragment is changed, we apply the clone detectors to predict which other similar code fragments might also need to be co-changed. However, some dissimilar fragments might also be changed together with the particular fragment. As we are applying only clone detectors, we cannot consider those dissimilar co-change candidates in our research.

In our research, we do not compare the clone detectors considering their clone detection efficiency. We rather compare the clone detection tools based on their ability in suggesting cloned co-change candidates. Such a comparison of clone detectors focusing on a particular maintenance perspective was not done previously. Suggesting co-change candidates for a target program entity is an important impact analysis [1] task during software evolution. Thus, through our research, we investigate which of the clone detectors can be useful in change impact analysis to what extent. Findings from our research can identify which clone detector(s) can be promising for change impact analysis.

 TABLE VIII: Final Rank of Clone Detectors Considering all the Subject Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clone Detectors</th>
<th>Weighted Average of Precision (p)</th>
<th>Weighted Average of Recall (r)</th>
<th>F1 Score 2pr/(p+r)</th>
<th>Final Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DECKARD</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConQAT</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCad</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimCAD</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iClones</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simian</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. DISCUSSION

There are two primary perspectives of managing code clones: (1) clone tracking and (2) clone refactoring. Our research essentially focuses on the clone tracking perspective. The main task of a clone tracker is to suggest similar co-change candidates when a programmer attempts to change a code fragment. For suggesting co-change candidates, a clone tracker depends on a clone detector. Our research compares six promising clone detectors based on their capabilities in suggesting cloned co-change candidates. According to our investigation, DECKARD and ConQAT are the most promising tools for suggesting such co-change candidates. NiCad and SimCAD are also very good options according to our final ranking demonstrated in Table VIII. Based on our overall observation, we can say that the performance of DECKARD is much better compared to the other clone detection tools in detecting co-change candidates during software evolution. As the clone classes generated by different clone detectors played an important role in our analysis, we can say that the clone detectors which can group similar clone fragments into a class efficiently will perform better in detecting co-change candidates during the commit operation. Therefore, from this observation, we can conclude that the performance of DECKARD, ConQAT, and NiCad is better compared to the other clone detectors in grouping similar clone fragments into a clone class.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

We have investigated six subject systems in our study. While more subject systems could generalize our findings, we selected our systems focusing on their diversity, popularity of used programming language, and availability of a considerable number of revisions. For example, our systems are of different application domains, sizes, and revision history lengths. Thus, our findings are not biased by our choice of subject systems. We believe that our findings are important from the perspectives of software maintenance.

We have investigated six clone detectors in our study. Detection parameter settings of the clone detectors can have an impact on their comparison. However, the parameters of different clone detectors were selected considering their equivalence. Thus, we believe that we have a fair comparison among the clone detectors.

Several code fragments might change together in a commit operation. While some of these fragments can be similar to one another, and some might be dissimilar. Similar code fragments co-change (i.e., change together) for ensuring consistency of the codebase. However, dissimilar code fragments can co-change because of their underlying dependencies which could have some impact on the generalization of this research outcome. As we aim to compare the clone detection tools, we wanted to discard the dissimilar co-change candidates from our
consideration. If a co-change candidate was not detected as a true positive by any of the clone detectors, we discarded the candidate. We believe that such a consideration is reasonable in our experiment aiming towards comparing clone detectors and our findings may inspire more similar research.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this research, we make a comparison among different clone detection tools from the perspective of software maintenance. In particular, we investigate their performances in successfully suggesting (i.e., predicting) cloned co-change candidates during evolution. We used six open source subject systems written in C and Java for our analysis. According to our findings (Table VII & VIII) on thousands of revisions of these systems, DECKARD and ConQAT show the most promising results in four (in two best, and the other two second-best) out of the six subject systems compared to the other tools. NiCad also shows better performance in three (in two best, and the other second-best) but it does not show good enough result in the other three tools. Although we have figured some reasons of the better performance of DECKARD, ConQat, and NiCad in the Discussion section of our study, we planned to extend this research by analyzing the clone detection mechanism of the clone detectors to find out some other reasons for their performance. We also want to investigate the impact of different similarity score of different clone detectors in finding co-change candidates in our future studies. Besides this, we want to include some other clone detection tools of different detection mechanism (i.e., tree/ token/ text-based) and subject systems written in some programming languages (i.e. C/ C++, C#, Python) for extending our research.
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